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SIMULATED SPACE TESTING OF PROPULSION UNITS AND SYSTEMS 1
Joel Ferrell 2
ARO , Inc.
Rocket Test Facility
Arnold Engineering Development Center
Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee
ABSTRACT
An estimate of the major simulation
requirements for high-altitude tests of
rocket engines and rocket engine systems is
presented. The facilities required to provide the parameters desired are examined
in terms of simulation capability, exhaust
handling requirements, and some of the
requirements for test cell and specialized
installation and instrumentation equipment .
Presentation includes environment required
for hybrid rocket systems as well as conventional engines.
Selected high-altitude
tests of rocket engines and spacecraft and
spacecraft and missile subsystems which
have been conducted in recent months at the
Arnold Center are described.
A forecast of
future test requirements is also included .

INTRODUCTION
The expansion of scientific activities
in the exploration and use of near and deep
space has imposed a tremendous challenge to
designers and engineers.
The pace at which
man can proceed to explore and safely
endure the hostile environment of near and
deep space is, in a strong measure, dependent upon his ability to simulate the expected conditions in a laboratory and subject the equipment and various systems to
tests closely approximating the mission
requirements . With the launching of man
into space, the environments encountered in
space and the detailed control required to
ensure the successful accomplishment of a
mission without loss of life impose a great
burden on the designers of the systems involved.
To accomplish the goal of providing a suitable system without full use of
ground simulation facilities is not feasible.
Tremendous strides have been made in
the last half century in the maximum velocity and maximum altitude capabilities of
propulsion systems.
To a large degree , the
progress made in this area has been dependent on the ability to simulate the expected
flight conditions in ground test facilities.
The complex process of simultaneously producing maximum thermodynamic performance,
maximum structural performance, and maximum
reliability in the rocket propulsion systems

for future exploration and utilization of
both near space and deep space required
duplication of the environmental condition
within controlled space simulation facilities .
As missions or objectives have become
more extensive and complicated, rocket
engine development problems have multiplied
manyfold .
In the earlier days of rocket development, it was reasonably possible to define
and correct the major problems by using
sea-level condition test stands. Rocket
chamber pressures were sufficiently high to
provide supersonic gas velocities at the
exit of the single, simple exhaust nozzle at
sea-level conditions, and the extrapolation
of major performance from sea-level conditions to vacuum conditions was quite
straightforward and reasonably accurate.
As
the missions have become more extensive, the
systems associated with the upper ' stages and
the space vehicles have become more complicated.
The present generation of space propulsion systems, such as the Apollo Service
Module System, the Titan III Transtage , the
Lunar Module Systems, the Surveyor, and the
Ranger, could not have been successfully
developed in a reasonable length of time
without the use of vacuum test facilities .
In general, the testing of components
and complete engines to define performance,
durability and reliability at low pressure
conditions is a routine employed by all in dustry. One additional major step has been
utilized in the Rocket Test Facility of the
Arnold Center.
The installation of a complete £lightweight vehicle and the operation
of its propulsion systems under vacuum conditions has been accomplished.
The objective of this approach is to determine the
adequacy of the integrated vehicle systems
to function through complete mission simulation , including simulation of the coast
periods between the firing cycles and the
mission profile .
Although this is another
step forward, it should not be considered
the final step in the requirement to develop
true space propulsion systems .
Some of the major design and operational problems associated with facilities
for high altitude tests of rocket engines
and propulsion systems are described in
this paper .
Solutions to many of these
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problems have been incorporated in the
operational test units of the Rocket Test
Facility.
A discussion of several selected
programs recently completed in the Rocket
Test Facility and a description of the
various types of facilities used are included.
MAJOR DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS
PRESSURE ALTITUDE, TEMPERATURE,
AND VACUUM REQUIREMENTS
Pressure altitude is utilized to
define the ambient conditions for essentially all rocket engine tests.
During
launch, the decreasing ambient pressure is
the main influence causing a change in the
operational condition of the rocket . systems.
Variation of pressure is a function of pressure altitude within the range from sealevel to 200,000-ft pressure altitude.
The
normal area of interest for rocket propulsion systems can be estimated rather closely by assuming an order of magnitude decrease in pressure for each 50,000-ft increase in altitude.
For tests designed to
determine the ballistic performance of
rocket engines, a minimum altitude pressure
of 0.01 psia or a maximum pressure altitude
of about 175,000 ft is required.
The simulation of background temperature levels during engine operations may be
of substantial importance for certain
engine configurations.
For regeneratively
and ablatively cooled engines, the background temperature levels during engine
operation are not important as long as the
temperature level does not exceed approximately 600 or 700 0 R.
On the other hand,
the background temperature levels may significantly affect the performance of
radiation-cooled engine components.
It is
generally presumed that dark space is an
infinite heat sink which behaves thermally
as a blackbody at 7°R.
It is shown in Ref.
1 that a background temperature level of
180°R provides adequate simulation for
material t·emper atures of 540°R and above.
Although the ambient pressure and background temperatures are considered to be
the primary environmental factors with
respect to rocket engine performance, it
must be remembered that there are many
other factors in an altitude environment,
such as solar, cosmic, and nuclear radiation; dust, micrometeorites, magnetic
fields, composition and energy state of the
gases; and meteor impact which will cause
second-order effects on the rocket propulsion system . When tests of a complete payload are considered, it may well be that
some of these other factors will become
first-order effects and will have to he
given particular attention.
As specified
previously, the pressure altitude range of
interest in determining ballistic performance of rocket engines indicates a minimum
altitude pressure of 0.01 psia or a maximum pressure altitude of about 175,000 ft.
This limit is based on the assumption that
minimum exhaust nozzle exit pressures will
exceed 0.1 psia.
It does not appear feasible to design for nozzle exit pressures

less than 0.1 psia because the usable
thrust increments even in vacuum conditions are not sufficient to offset the
weight and moment of inertia of the containing nozzle walls.
An order of magnitude difference between exhaust nozzle exit
pressure and test cell ambient pressure is
adequate to provide accurate ballistic performance data.
Another area imposing design complications is the effect of exhaust gases on
adjacent structures.
This effect is present in all types of propulsion systems
from reaction control systems to main stage
propulsion units.
The absolute limiting
altitude for tests designed to provide data
on the heating of adjacent surfaces is
entirely dependent on the geometric orientation of the engine with respect to the
structure and is also a strong function of
the engine geometry and operating conditions.
In general, tests should be conducted at actual operating altitudes at
least up to a value which results in jet
impingement interactions that are strong
enough to cause separation of the flow from
the structure surf ace.
The environmental effects on the material characteristics of epoxy-filled ablative engines, such as those currently in
use and under development, are basically
long-term effects and would be expected to
occur during the extended orbital coast
periods and not during the short engine
operating times.
Typical earth orbit altitudes subject the vehicle to pressures of
l0-10 mm Hg during a mission.
Such pressures are difficult to attain or even measure on a laboratory scale.
Indications are
that the areas of interest impose a vacuum
requirement in rocket tests down to pressure levels of l0-7 mm of Hg.
EJECTOR-DIFFUSERS
To handle the large volume of gases
created during the combustion processes of
rocket firings involves the utilization of
many techniques to provide the altitude
simulation capability in a test cell.
The
backbone of the pumping system utilized to
remove the engine exhaust products from the
exit nozzle and pump them back to the atmosphere is , of course, rotating machinery.
The rocket exhaust gas ejector-diffuser is
a major element in the pumping system because of its capability for reducing the
volume and increasing the pressure level of
rocket exhaust gases.
The exhaust gas diffuser utilizes the kinetic energy of the
rocket exhaust gases to provide a substantial pressure rise in the diffuser section.
Figure 1 shows the volume of gas flow as a
function of pressure as it goes through the
various stages from the engine exhaust nozzle through the pumping system to atmosphere.
It can readily be seen that to
handle this volume of flow by means of
mechanical pumping equipment only would require a prohibitively expensive array of
compressors.
Pressure recoveries in exhaust gas ejector-diffusers range from 20
to 100 with very simple configurations
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which produce pressure rise ratios on the
order of 30 to 40, hence a reduction in
exhaust gas volume by a factor of approximately 25 as shown in Fig. 1.

a.

Basic Cylindrical Diffuser Performance
Improvement Ratio:
1.0

b.

Fig. 1

Contoured Inlet Diffuser Performance
Improvement Ratio:
2 to 4

c.

Volume of Gas Flow as
a Function of Pressure

The important role that the ejectordiffusers play in altitude tests of rocket
engines has dictated extensive and intensive attention to the improvement of diffuser performance.
Considerable progress
has been made in this area in recent years.
Figures 2 and 3 show various diffuser configurations and typical diffuser pressure

TO AUXILIARY
PUMPING SYSTEM
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Performance of Simple Cylindrical
Rocket Engine Ejector-Diffusers

Second-Throat Diffuser Performance
Improvement Ratio:
1.5 to 2.0

Boundary Layer Removal Diffuser Performance Improvement Ratio:
2 to 10
Schematics of Refinements to Simple
Cylindrical Exhaust Gas EjectorDiffuser and Approximate Performance
Improvement Ratios

rise ratio data as a function of diffuser
duct-to-rocket throat area ratio.
The
design and operating characteristics of the
rocket engine and the exact design of the
diffuser strongly affect the performance
characteristics of the diffuser.
The diffuser performance is a function of exhaust
nozzle contour as shown in Fig. 2 and is
sensiti ve to cluster arrangements of two or
more engines.
Other factors affecting diffuser pressure recovery are the area ratio
of the exhaust nozzle and the operation of
thrust vector control systems.
Diffuser
performance is strongly influenced by
length-to-diameter ratio of the diffusers
up to ratios of about six .
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The use of a multistep conical inlet
or a curved surf ace inlet on the cylindrical diffuser (Fig. 3b) improves the gas
flow capture characteristics of the system
and provides performance gains by a factor
of 2 to 4.
Second-throat contractions
(Fig. 3c) can be utilized to improve the
compression process within the duct, and
performance gains of 50 to 100 percent are
possible.
The largest performance gains
ranging from a factor of 2 to 10 can be
effected by using the boundary layer removal system in the diffuser entrance (Fig.
3d).
It is important to note that these
refinements operate independently so that
any or all of these devices may be used
simultaneously; the performance improvements are cumulative.
References 2· and 3
cover detailed investigations in ejectordiffuser design and application.

shutdown portion of the firing cycle, the
tailoff characteristics can be more accurately defined.
Normal practice is to
operate the auxiliary ejector during engine
firing.
The steam is simply allowed to mix
with the exhaust gases, is condensed in the
water spray, and does not impose an additional load on the mechanical pumping system.
When this technique is used, no highspeed control valve is required.
SPRAY COOLING WATER
Gases exiting from the ejectordiffusers are still of relatively high
velocity and contain very high sensible
thermal energy.
The total thermal energy
content of the gases is shown in Fig. 5.
Sensible enthalpies of about 400,000 Btu/sec
are produced by a 50,000-lb-thrust rocket.
In order to pump these gases by any presently utilized mechanical system, the major
portion of this thermal energy must be removed to protect the pumping equipment from
overheating.
Removal of this energy by gasto-water heat exchangers is not practical
because the surf ace area required for
engines of only 50,000 lb of thrust would
be on the order of 106 ft2, and the leading
edges of the exchanger surf ace would be
subjected to contact with gases at temperatures far above the melting point of the
exchanger material.

AUXILIARY STEAM AND AIR-DRIVEN EJECTORS
The use of the rocket engine exhaust
gas alone, however, does not provide the
desired constant altitude pressure for
exact ballistic performance computation.
This problem has been met most successfully
by using an auxiliary steam or air-driven
ejector installed in series with the exhaust gas ejector-diffuser . The necessary
pumping capacity can thereby be maintained
during the pre- and post-fire altitude conditions at the pressure altitude conditions
expected during firing.
The gas handling
requirement for this auxiliary ejector is
quite small (consisting mainly of the cell
in-leakage).
Therefore, steam or air requirements for this ejector are quite
modest. Typical test data with and without an auxiliary ejector are shown in Fig.
0. 6
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4.
It should be noted that the performance without the auxiliary ejector shows
that altitude pressure varies indirectly
with the pumping capability of rocket
engine gases during firing.
Utilization
of rocket engine gases alone as a pumping
medium precludes the exact determination of
ballistic performance during the ignition
and shutdown portions of the engine operation.
With the auxiliary steam or airdriven ejector, the firing altitude can be
established prior to ignition, and the
desired altitude calibrations and test
equipment operation can be accomplished in
order to maximize test equipment accuracy
and reliability.
In addition, during the

Fig. 5

Total Sensible Enthalpy of Exhaust
Products for Typical LiquidPropellant and Solid-Propellant
Rocket Engines

The use of direct, water-injection,
spray cooling is a satisfactory method of
removing the thermal energy from the gases
if the gas pressure level is sufficiently
above the vapor pressure of the spray water.
This, of course, results in a great reduction of exhaust gas volume as shown in Fig.
6.
Water flow rates on the order of 30 to
50 times the rocket weight flow are required to effect the maximum practical
volume reduction on an ideal basis.
For
some specific applications, the use of
chilled water (water temperatures down to
35°F) will produce substantial cooling gains
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depending on the diffuser exit ~r~sure
level.
Low water temperatures are a must if
diffuser exit pressures below 0.5 to 0.6
psia are encount~red.
The combination of a
25-fold density increase in t .h e diffuser and
a 5-fold density increase in the spray cooling sect ion reduces the l ,a rge volume of exhaust gases to a level where mechanic al
pumping to atmosphere is now feasible.
Figure 7 presents the pePf ormance of representative centrifugal and axial. flow exhauster compressors in the Rocket Test
Facility.
When this installed · mechanical
pumping capacity is combined with the spray
cooling system and eject'or-di;ff.user syst-ems
discussed above, the altitude capabillty
shown in Fig. 8 is obtained.
A very effective removal of solid and liquid particles
in water soluble gases from the exhaust
products is accomplished by ~he cooling .
water spray process.
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PARTICLES

Additional cleaning which may be necessary for removal of particulate matter
can be effected by direct filtering of the
exhaust gases before they are dis.charged
into the atmosphere.
Further precautions
are taken by using tall stacks.
These tall
stacks also provide substantial exit velocities, and thereby maximum advantage of
atmospheric dispersion is utilized.
Micronic dry paper filter systems of a type developed for use by the Atomic Energy Commission to filter radioactive particles are
utilized in the filter bank in the cleaning
system.
This filter has the capability to
trap 99.97 percent of all particles 0.3
micron size or larger.
The gases are then
discharged to atmosphere at a stack elevation of 105 ft above ground level.
During tests of toxic solid-propellant
rocket motors, gases leaving the engine
exhaust nozzle contained approximately 3 x
108 micrograms per cubic meter of toxic
particles.
Sampling downstream of the
filter indicates concentrations less than
0.1 microgram per cubic meter.
Sampling
at seve ral stations located at ground level
and downwind of the exhaust stacks disclosed no detectable concentrations during
or after firings.
A large retention pond is also utilized to control the release of contaminated water· into public streams.
The spray
water and drain water di~charged during
tests of toxic motors can be diverted to
the retention pond for chemical treatment
and neutralization.
Upon completion of
this treatment, the water can then be discharged into public streams.
INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION
A constant effort is being made to
develop and improve methods and equipment
for obtaining and recording test data.
All
cells incorporate a number of calibration
systems such as deadweight thrust calibra-
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Scale model tests of the Titan
programs.
IIIC booster and extensive testing on the
Transtage portion of that system have been
The largest liquid-propellan t
conducted.
engine tested in support of this program
produced over 400,000 lb of thrust for
The smallest
substantial run durations.
liquid-propellan t engines used in the
aerodynamic work produced 3000 lb of
The normal procedure during test operthrust and were operated for durations
ation is to obtain pre- and post-fire caliSolid-propellant rocket
brations of the data systems under the
of 0.3 seconds.
environmental condition in which the unit
motors ranged in size from 30,000 to
This provides optimum . 1000 lb of thrust with run times from
is to be test fired.
accuracy of measurements and a maximum
0.030 to 20 seconds, respectively.
speed in the production of engineering unit
test data.

tion systems, in-place flow calibration
systems, and other physical and electrical
stimuli to provide in-place calibration of
Supthe sensing and recording systems.
porting and instrumentation systems are
given extensive attention while conducting
a test program.

The data acquisition systems consist
primarily of continuous-record ing magnetic
tape units and high-speed scanning analogA system of
to-digital conversion systems.
program boards and patch boards is utilized
to permit interchange and utilization of
recording equipment by two or more cells.
Incorporated in this system are data conditioning rooms wherein standardized conditioning of the data output signals from the
test cell can be utilized to permit fixed
adjustments on the recording equipment.
Extensive on-line data computation and readout are being incorporated with the recent
installation of a new computer. Other special instrumentation systems for measuring
and recording such information as microwave
attenuation measurements and electromagnet
radiation in the ultraviolet through the
infrared region of the spectrum are also
Closed-circuit television and
available.
color and black-and-white motion-picture
cameras are utilized on all tests.

,,,,----.....,,

TYPICAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
Some of the requirements for altitude
tests of rocket engines have been defined
It is now necessary to
in general terms.
determine the specific nature of the tests
which are likely to be conducted in such
In order to establish the
test f aci li ties.
design and operating characteristics of test
facility components, a review of some of the
development tests conducted at the Arnold
Center in support of the Titan ICBM, the
Minuteman, the Apollo, and the Agena System
will give a better insight into the problems
involved in providing the design requirements for these programs.

Fig. 9

Titan ICBM (Shaded Regions Denote
Components Tested)

A summary of the components and items
tested in support of the Minuteman program
As in the case of the
is shown in Fig. 10.
Areas of testing in support of the
Titan, tests of all stages of the systems,
including the Spacer system located at the
Titan ICBM (Fig. 9) include the afterbody
portions of the first stage, the interstage
base of the reentry vehicle, were conducted.
compartment, the second-stage main propulThe motors tested have ranged in weight
sion system, the second-stage auxiliary pro- from several pounds to about one pound.
pulsion system, and finally the spacer sysThe largest motor tested produced over
tem located between the second stage and the 50,000 lb of thrust for durations of approxOver 500 firings were conducted in imately 60 seconds, and the smallest propayload.
Additional tests
support of this program.
duced 300 lb of thrust for about 0.3 second.
have also been conducted to determine the
Although in both of these programs propeleffect of extended storage on solid-rocket
lant optimization (in the case of the
The total altitude development Minuteman) and injector design (in the case
performance.
of the Titan) were items of major imporprogram has included the Titan I, the Titan
tance, the degree of sophistication when
II, and some portions of the Titan IIIC.
compared with vehicles planned for the
Both earth storable and cryogenic propelThe
lants have been used in support of these
future was quite small in comparison.
14-22

imposition of the requirement for maximum
performance and reliability and man-rating
will greatly enlarge the scope of tests
required in ground test facilities.

to provide both maximum thermodynamic performance and maximum structural performance
has resulted in a configuration which cannot
even be operated at sea-level or in low
altituge rocket engine test facilities.
The
engine structure is designed to withstand
only the space environment , and the structure will not endure off-design operation
at sea-level pressures or even pressures as
low as 1. 0 psia.
Another example of the effective use of
ground test facilities for locating and defining in-flight problems is demonstrated by
reviewing the recent tests on the Agena
engine . On October 25, 1965, the Agena
engine failed at or near ignition during the
Gemini VI mission.
The suspected cause was
a hard-start.
The basic model 8096 engine
used in other applications has assembled an
excellent record of performance and reliability.
This model had undergone extensive
testing in the Rocket Test Facility.
The
model 8247 or XLR81-BA-13 engine was
selected for use with the Gemini VI mission.
Several operating sequence changes
were made to the engine .
In the basic 8096
model, the fuel valve was opened after oxidizer pressure was established in the oxidizer manifold, thereby ensuring an oxidizer lead.
The model 8247 engine had an
operating sequence which opened the fuel
valve when the command fire signal was
given.
This, in effect, gave a fuel lead
to the engine.
The engine in this configuration had been tested extensively at sea
level and at moderate pressure altitudes
near 120,000 ft without difficulty.

Fig. 10

Minuteman (Shaded Regions Denote
Components Tested)

Tests conducted on the Apollo (Fig.
11) represent a sophisticated power plant
design to perform complex missions, and of
course, the systems are required to be manrated.
The optimization of the power plants

Fig . 11

After the Agena engine failure, ignition characteristics of the modified engine
(Fig. 12) were investigated at the Rocket
Test Facility at pressure altitudes ranging
from approximately 285,000 to 450,000 ft
with propellants and hardware temperature
conditioned over the nominal range from 0
to l00°F.
Several hardstarts were experienced during this test.
A change was made
in the programming of time sequence on oxidizer and fuel valve opening, and successful multiple starts were demonstrated at
altitudes as indicated above.
This testing

Apollo Service, Command, and
Lunar Modules

Fig . 12
14- 23

Modified 8096 Agena Engine

was accomplished from February 7 through
April 2, 1966, and included a total of 45
firings of the Agena engine.
Additional
information concerning the effect of propellant temperatures on starting characteristics was obtained during this test
sequence.
The validity of the test results
was confirmed when a successful mission was
accomplished during the Gemini VIII rendezvous in March 1966.
JET PLUME INTERFERENCE
In multi-engine or exhaust-nozzle configurations, the mutual interference of jet
plumes at altitude conditions causes a substantial variation of both the thermodynamic performance and the environment of
the engine cluster.
A photograph of a
typical four-engine cluster is shown in Fig.
13.
At lift-off and low-altitude conditions, the spacing of cluster nozzles is
sufficient to provide clearance between the
adjacent exhaust plumes. However, at high
altitudes, the plumes expand, impinge one
on the other, and cause substantial quantities of hot gas to recirculate into the base
region between the engines.
This base recirculation effect is illustrated graphically in Fig. 14. Operation of a small

a.

Fig. 13

rocket cluster at low altitude conditions
is shown in Fig. 14a. Powder was injected
into the center of the engine cluster and
traveled undisturbed away from the engine
cluster. Operation of the same cluster at
high altitude conditions is shown in Fig.
14b; the recirculation of gas forward into

Operation at Low Altitude
(Base Aspiration)
Fig. 14

Typical Four-Engine ExhaustNozzle Configuration

b.

Operation at High Altitude
(Base Recirculation)

Operation of Four-Engine Cluster of Unheated Air Rockets
with White Powder Injected into Center Base Region
14-24

high-altitude rocket tests have been discussed in general terms in the preceding
sections.
Various types of mechanical
pumping arrangements can be utilized for the
primary system of a continuous-flow-type
facility.
As has been shown, the ejectordiffuser arrangements, water sprays, and
cryopumping can be used to augment the altitude capability.
A critical item in the
overall complex is, however, the individual
test cell with its supporting systems and
instrumentation .
A brief description of
various types of cells in the Rocket Test
Facility is presented in the following discussions.

the base region forced the powder radially
outward through the gaps between adjacent
nozzles.
It is characteristic of the cluster configuration that this outflow will
become essentially constant above some particular altitude which is a function of the
geometry and the operating conditions of the
exhaust nozzle in the spacing and orientation of the nozzles.
Typical data for variation of cluster base pressure as a function
of altitude are shown in Fig. 15.
An important effect to be noted here is that, at
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HORIZONTAL TEST CELLS
Most rocket engine tests require a
firing at conditions of pressure altitude
only.
A typical horizontal cell is shown
in Fig. 16. Basically, the test cell consists of a heavy steel shell providing both
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Fig . 15

Variation of Rocket Engine Cluster
Base Pressure as a Function of
Altitude for Typical Four-Engine
Configuration

altitudes above approximately 125 , 000 ft,
the base pressure is essentially insensitive
to changes in ambient pressure or altitude.
Although the cluster engine configuration
has a basic problem of environmental effects
imposed on the base region of the cluster,
the ballistic performance can vary several
percent between sea-level test conditions
and operation at simulated high altitudes
because of pressurization of the base
region.
Again, the performance variations
of such systems will reach some altitude of
insensitivity just as is the case for the
environmental factors discussed earlier .
The techniques used and test results obtained are covered in detail in Ref. 4.
Most major test objectives can be
accomplished at a pressure altitude of
approximately 200,000 ft or less.
However,
for tests involving jet impingement and jet
spreading experiments, altitudes in excess
of this value will be required to adequately
document true results.
FACILITIES FOR TESTING
The various problems existing and some
basic approaches used to handle the large
volume gas flows involved in the establishment of low-pressure conditions for captive

Fig. 16

Typical Horizontal Test Cell

a protective-type wall and protection to
the surrounding area.
Penetration of the
test cell wall is restricted to the openings for personnel access, installation
access for test article, and, of course,
connection to the exhaust gas handling
system . The cells are also equipped with
necessary f eed-throughs for propellant systems, electrical and controls wiring, instrumentation wiring, and other utility
systems required for operation of the propulsion unit.
The more common tests in these cells
are associated with determination of basic
performance, durability, reliability, and
ignition characteristics. , Table 1 shows
the measured performance of seven solidpropel lant rocket motors in an altitude
qualification test.
The standard deviation
of the mean measured total impulse was on
the order of 0.06 percent.
The standard
deviation of the motor specific impulse
which represents the sum of motor variation
and measurement system variation was 0.11
percent. Other important parameters measured during these tests included motor case
and nozzle skin temperatures during and
after firing, motor weight changes during
firing, and motor weight after burnout.
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Table 1 - Measured Performance of Seven Solid-Propellant
Rocket Motors in Altitude Qualification Test
Motor No.
6

7

52 , 459
52,464
52 , 435
52,454
52,453

52 , 220
52,173
52,169
52,255
52 , 204

52 , 426
52,485
52,434
52,438
52,446

0 . 093

0.024

0 . 079

0 . 051

1.0021

0 . 9989

1.0000

1.0007

4

2

3

52,502
52,482
52,451
52,462
52,474

52 , 537
52 , 491
52,451
52,482
52 , 490

52 , 565
52 . 540
52,472
52,489
52,517

52,640
52,617
52 , 528
52 , 577
52,591

0 . 041

0 . 068

0.083

1.0004

0.9993

0.9996

1

5

Measured Total
Impulse, lbf-sec*
System No. 1 **
2
3

4
Avg
Standard Deviation of
Mean Total Impulse , %
Relative Specific Impulse
(Based on Avg Impulse of
7 Motors)

Standard Deviation of Specific Impulse
from 7 Firings (Sum of motor variation
and measured variation) , %

0.11

*Tests we re conducted at a pressure altitude of approximately 106 , 000 ft.
**Impulse was measured on 4 independent systems.

The requir e me nt for spin testing of
solid-propellant motor s became apparent
approximately seven years ago when it was
discovered that the performance of motors
containing small amounts of metallic additives was affected at high spin rates.
It
was noted that spinning about the longitudinal a.xis during firing increased the
burning rate.
This resulted in an increase
of chamber pressure and thrust and, in many
instance s , resulted in case structural failure . Early tests clearly indicated the
need for testing solid-propellant rocket
motors at altitude conditions in their spin

a.

mode to define the effects of spinning on
performance durability and thermal characteristics prior to using the motor design
for spin-stabilized vehicles.
Figure 17
shows pre- and post-fire photographs of a
solid-propellant motor which failed during
rotational spin tests at simulated altitude
conditions .
Several instances have occurred where static firing of the motors at
sea level and altitude have indicated sufficient structural durability , but when
placed in the spin mode of their application at altitude conditions they have actually failed.

Pre - Fire

Fig . 17

b.

Post - Fire

Solid- Propellant Motor Which Failed during Spin Testing
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Utilization of the spin technique (Fig .
18) also provides two new and unique test
capabilities: (1) measurement of thrust vector misalignment, and (2) duplication of the
de-spin event.
A comparison of spin and
non-spin ballistic performance is shown in
Fig. 19.

The abili t y to p rovi de alt i tudes f rom
200,000 to 500 , 000 ft requi r es t h e use o f
auxiliary pumping systems . Th ese s y tems
consist of either a diffusion pump and cryogenic pump combination or a s mall ste am
ejector in series with mech a nical pumps ,
the latter being restricted t o altitudes of
approximately 200 , 000 ft .
The Ultrahigh Altitude Propulsion
Test Cell (J-2A) shown in Fig . 20

Engi~e

2D°K CR YOPLATES
GASEOUS NITROGEN

DISCHARGE

Fig . 18

1

Motor in Spin Rig Ready for Test
Fig . 20
THRUST

CHAMBER PRESSURE
_;;,...--- --- ~

TIME FROM IGNITION

Fig. 19

MAn~N~IF=Ol=D ~~,:15lll~}.

Comparison of Spin and Non-Spin
Ballistic Performance

ULTRAHIGH ALTITUDE CELL
Another technique utilized primarily
for altitudes in excess of 200,000 ft is a
frangible disk and quick-acting valve combination . The frangible disk is used to
mechanically isolate the test cell from the
exhaust ducting to preclude the influx of
higher pressure air and, thereby, maintain
the high altitude conditions of the test
cell.
This system consists of a series of
plastic disks installed in a quick-change
device in the rocket ejector to provide a
positive pressure seal before engine ignition and after an engine firing.
This
disk is ruptured concurrently with engine
ignition to permit operation of the rocketdriven ejector system.
The engine shutdown
fast-acting valve inserts a disk in the
exit of the exhaust diffuser to isolate the
test cell from the exhaust gas pumping system to permit the altitude to be maintained
within the test cell for the post-firing
period.
Although the pressure altitudes
will be much higher than those shown in Fig.
4, the variation of altitude with time will
be comparable to that shown in this figure.

Propulsion Engine Test Cell (J-2A)

incorporates these systems and has a capability of continuous operation for days or
weeks if necessary.
This type of test cell
is utilized for other types of testing such
as determination of heating of vehicle components by rocket engine radiation, heat
soak back into the engine, radiation from
rocket plumes, and ablative characteristics
under soaking conditions.
During tests involving far-field radiation characteristics
of rocket exhausts , the cell operates as a
"closed" system, and the rocket-driven
ejector-diffuser is not utilized.
It should
be emphasized that, at the present time, the
capabilities of these pumping systems to
operate in the closed mode are sufficient
to allow tests of the rocket engines for
thrust levels only in the range up to about
100 lb of thrust . For larger sized engines,
the maximum pressure that can be maintained
is a function of the installed mechanical or
jet-driven pumping system.
The J-2A test
cell is designed to handle rocket engines of
thrust levels up to approximately 20,000 lb
at altitudes in excess of 300,000 ft.
VERTICAL TEST CELLS
Two test chambers which provide for
vertical orientation of the rocket engine
are shown in ~igs . 21 and 22 . Propulsion
Engine Test Cell (J-3) is an above-ground
installation (Fig . 21) capable of handling
rocket engines with up to 100,000 lb of
thrust.
This cell has been actively engaged
in supporting development tests for Titan
III Transtage (Fig . 23) and the Apollo Service Module engine (Fig. 11) . For both of
these tests, flight configuration tankage,
propellant lines , and associated systems
were used . Extensive mission duty cycles
were conducted during both programs wherein
programmed starts, shutdowns, and coast
periods were accomplished during test peri ods of up to 36 hours while maintaining
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altitudes in excess of 110,000 ft . This was
especially important in the development of
the low chamber pressure engines with ablative thrust chambers, in that it permitted
determination of charring and soaking
characteristics on the ablative material.
A typical mission duty cycle is shown in
Fig. 24.
Propulsion Engine Test Cell (J-4) consists of an underground chamber approximately 100 ft in diameter and 250 ft deep
(Fig. 22). In this case, the propulsion
unit is located at grade level.
The gases
are then turned through a 180-deg turn,
returned to ground level, and pumped off
through a circular manifold arrangement by
the mechanical pumps.
Installation of
large equipment in the test cell is
effected by lifting off the entire test capsule.
Tests in this cell are currently

Fig. 22

Propulsion Engine Test Cell (J-4)
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Fig. 21
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Propulsion Engine Test Cell (J-3)
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being conducted on the S-IVB Stage of the
Saturn vehicle (Fig . 25).
This , too, includes multiple firings of the J-2 engine
with programmed coast periods during one
air-on period.

Fig . 25

of other rocket engines include requirements
for spinning for stabilization and restart
capability of both solids and liquids . The
stringent operational requirements placed on
rocket propulsion systems dictate that they
operate under conditions that tax the imagination, scientific knowledge , and ingenuity
of scientists and engineers in their design
efforts. The space exploration program utilizing manned space vehicles requires maximum attention to safe, yet efficient, altitude chambers.
These chambers must satisfy
the need for development and qualification
of rocket engine systems and must incorporate many capabilities not previously envisioned.
The rapid pace of development of
these systems far outstrips our ability both
in time and money to build completely new
facilities to accommodate the desired ground
test conditions.
It is, therefore , necessary that continuous modification and
improvement be made to existing facilities
in order to provide test data under critical
conditions.
To accomplish this, maximum use
of supersonic ejectors, specialized instrumentation, clean rooms , and automated control and instrumentation systems is required .

Saturn S-IVB Installed
in the J-4 Test Cell

The J-4 test cell is currently capable
of testing rocket engines with up to 500,000
lb of thrust.
In b0th vertical test cells,
such auxiliary equipment as liquid nitrogen
panels is utilized to simulate low temperature environment; thus the thermal environment as well as the pressure altitude can
be closely simulated.
SUMMARY

The ultimate success of any mission is
entirely dependent on the ability of those
designing, building, and operating the vehicle to determine or predict the environment al conditions under which it is to operate.
Present-day and future near-space and deepspace explorations and utilization dictate
the use of a reliable, structurally sound ,
maximum thermodynamic performance propulsion system.
In the development of such a
system, it is necessary that captive tests
be conducted under as near the simulated
'environmental conditions as possible to
ensure maximum performance and reliability
in a minimum of time and with minimum expense.
Space vehicles currently under development for manned space exploration utilize
low combustion chamber pressure , high expansion ratio nozzles, and in some instances ,
deep-throttling capability. Applications

Optimization of the rocket engine performance in space requires the maximum obtainable thrust coefficient and, therefore ,
the largest practical area ratio for the
nozzle. At the present time, the chemical
space engine producing 20 , 000 lb of thrust
has a nozzle exit diameter in excess of 8
feet, whereas only a few years ago a less
advanced design had an exit diameter of less
than 3 feet.
Increasing the size of the
engine even at a given thrust level imposes
serious ground facility design requirements .
Secondly, many engines can withstand accelerations as large as 1 g only along the major
thrust axis because of the combination of
large size and the space weight design.
Ground testing such engines with flightweight nozzles in altitude test facilities
requires that the thrust axis be parallel to
earth's gravity . If maximum advantage of
the low pressure system is to be realized,
very light engine and propellant system
structures are required . These too must be
tested in a simulated environment for proper
determination of system interaction and
accurate performance.
The use of man in space missions is a
necessity if full accomplishment is to be
obtained.
It should be recognized that
with new and advanced systems the inclusion
of man during the development and testing
of the systems must be considered. With
this co~es the requirement for man-rated
high altitude rocket test facilities.
To accomplish this requires the inclusion of space simulation facility requirements during the early development planning
phase of future space system . The progress
of the space effort will be paced by the
ability to simulate space environment and
subject the space article to captive tests
in that controlled environment.
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sented at second symposium on Rocket
Testing and High Altitude Environments,
Arnold Engineering Development Center,
June 1961.
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